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Introduction
Glial cells are cells that support the nervous system as insulators between neurons. There
are different types of glial cells in the nervous system including astrocytes, oligodendrocytes,
Schwann cells, satellite cells, ependymal cells and microglia. The nervous system is most
abundant in glial cells (MedicineNet.com). Glial cells have multiple roles in the nervous system
which include controlling neurotransmitters by modulating the actions that are synaptic,
preventing neural injuries and helping neurons to recover from neural injuries (Purves, 2001).
Synapses in neurons form through synaptogenesis which occurs in the nervous system
(Neurowiki.com, 2014). Communication that happens between neurons occurs at synapses due to
neurotransmission.	
  Synaptic Transmission allows communication between nerve cells to occur
(Kandel, 2013). Neurons can communicate chemically and electrically. Thus, there are two
different types of synapses; chemical and electrical synapses. A chemical synapse is when there
is a gap, small in size between the dendrite of one neuron and the terminal of another neuron
where neurotransmitters are released. Electrical synapses occur due to gap junctions when
neurons are connected to each other so there can be a direct signal from one neuron to another
neuron (Stufflebeam, 2014). Enhancement and diminishment of cellular activity has the strength
to effect electrical and chemical synpases (Kandel, 2013).
The axons of the neurons, also called the nerve fiber, function by carrying the electrical
nerve impulses away from the neuron’s cell body. Axons of the neuron(s) connect to gland cells
and other neurons in the body (Encyclopedia Britanica, 2014). Axons function as bundling
together, aiding in the creation of nerves. Axons are about one micrometer in width and typically
are a meter or longer in length. Axons are protected by myelin sheath in vertebrates; myelin
sheath is created by oligodendrocytes and Schwann cells. Oligodendrocytes act as insulators to
axons of the central nervous system while Schwann cells enclose peripheral neurons (Science
Daily, 2014).
Fasciculation is the process of growing and binding along one’s length. Axonal

fasciculation occurs when axons go through the process of growing and binding along the length
of the axon (Morris, 2014). Axonal fasciculation assists in defining projections of axons in
neural development. Genetic studies have confirmed that axonal fasciculation can occur due to
mechanisms of adhesion. Receptors of tyrosine phosphorylation that assist in controlling the
amounts of tyrosine phosphorylation have also been connected to axonal fasciculation (Vactor,
1998).
Glial cells support the function of neurons and loss of glial cells can have negative effects
upon the function of axons of the neuron. When there is a lack of support from glial cells, then
axon degeneration can occur as well as inflammation of the neuron. The nervous system can be
affected, causing various diseases in the peripheral nervous system and in the central nervous
system (Nave and Trapp, 2008).
In my experiment, I am using ten day old chick (Gallus gallus) sympathetic neurons. I
am using (Gallus gallus) chick sympathetic neurons because they were available to dissect from
the chick (Gallus gallus) embryos. I am using dorsal root ganglia for the experiment because
dorsal root ganglia grows easily on plain glass and tissue culture plastic that are coated with
laminin and poly-lysine (Morris, 2014a). In this study, I treated chick sympathetic neurons;
specifically (Gallus gallus) chick dorsal root ganglia which underwent a series of steps including
dissection, dissociation, microtubule and synapse staining, measurement of abundance of
synapses and axon fasciculation. In the experiment, I treated (Gallus gallus) dorsal root ganglia
with methanol fixation (MeOH fixation), Hoechst solution, Formaldehyde/Gluteraldehyde,
FITC-DM1A, Syntaxin-6 (rabbit antibody) and Tetramethyl Rhoadamine. The methanol fixation
and formaldehyde and gluteraldehyde fixation optimized the chances of immunofluorescence
occurring in the neurons. After the methanol fixation and formaldehyde and gluteraldehyde
fixation occurred, immunofluorescence staining was completed. FITC-DM1A allowing
recognition of alpha tubulin in the neurons, by making the alpha tubulin green while under
immunofluorescence lighting. Syntaxin-6 Rabbit mAb in combination with Tetramethyl
Rhodamine allowed recognition of anti-polyglutamylated tubulin in the neurons that stained red,
allowing recognition of synapses. Hoechst solution allowed recognition of the DNA in the
(Gallus gallus) chick neurons. In this study, I tested the hypothesis that a greater degree of
fasciculation, which is a greater amount of axons bundled together, will lead to more abundant
synapses.

Materials and Methods
Materials
The materials used include: mouse FITC-DM1A anti-alpha tubulin Cat #F-2168, purchased
from Sigma Chemical Company, Syntaxin 6 (C34B2) Rabbit mAb #2869 Cat #8630, purchased
from Cell Signaling Company, Tetramethyl Rhodamine anti-rabbit IgG, Cat #T-2788 or 2789,
purchased from Molecular Probes Invitrogen, Hoechst Solution (DNA stain) purchased from
Molecular Probes Incorporated, Block buffer, Methanol, Formaldehyde and Glutaraldehyde,
Nikon Eclipse E 200 Epi-fluorescence microscope and Libra Mac OS X computer.

Methods
Cell Culture
Chick (Gallus gallus) embryo sympathetic nerve chains and dorsal root ganglia were used in the
experiment. The chick (Gallus gallus) had been incubated for a period of ten days. Sympathetic
nerve chains and dorsal root ganglia were dissected from chick (Gallus gallus) embryos (Morris,
2014a). The sympathetic nerve chains and dorsal root ganglia were isolated and a primary tissue
culture was created. The dorsal root ganglion and sympathetic nerve chains were placed on four
coverslips. Sea Urchin (Lytechinus pictus) was used as positive controls for immunofluorescent
staining in the experiment (Morris, 2014a). These four coverslips were treated with laminin,
poly-lysine and growth medium (Morris, 2013a). The Sea Urchin (Lytechinus pictus), were
placed on two coverslips and also treated with laminin, poly-lysine and growth medium (Morris,
2014a). The coverslips were put into a C-medium which was made up of 0.5% methylcellulose,
Leibovitz L-15 medium, 2 mM of L-glutamine, 10% fetal calf serum, 10-50 ng/ml of NGF, 0.6%
glucose, 100ug/ml penicillin and 100ug/ml streptomycin. The coverslips were incubated for
twenty four hours at 37 degrees Celsius (Morris, 2014a).
Fixation and Rehydration of Neurons
Two Sea Urchin (Lytechinus pictus),coverslips were used as positive controls, two chick
(Gallus gallus) dorsal root ganglia coverslips were used as negative controls and two of the chick
(Gallus gallus) dorsal root ganglia coverslips were used as the experimental slides (Morris,
2013a). Formaldehyde 2%, Gluteraldehyde 0.1%, 2mM of EGTA, 0.12 M of sucrose and 0.5%
TX-100 were used to fix one positive control coverslip, one negative control coverslip and one
experimental coverslip. All three coverslips were permeabilized with a buffer solution that is
explained in Dr. Morris’ procedure of “Immunofluoresence of Chick Neuronal Primary
Cultures” (Morris, 2014b). The other three coverslips were treated with methanol (MeOH) 5mM
EGTA in 50 ml of methanol that was ice cold and followed the procedure explained in Dr.
Morris’ procedure of “Immunofluor Staining of SU embryos-MeOH fixation” (Morris, 2014b).
All of the coverslips were washed with PBS-T which was made of PBS 0.05% and TX-100. An
incubation period of seven days occurred for the coverslips in a block buffer of 4-6 degrees
Celsius. The block buffer consisted of 3% BSA and a 1:10 Sodium azide solution.
Microtubule and Synapse Staining
Each positive control coverslip and experimental coverslip was treated with 200 µL of a
1:100 dilution of mouse FITC-conjugated anti alpha tubulin (DM1A) to stain alpha tubulin, the
subunit of microtubules in neuronal axons. 1:100 FITC-DM1A was used to make the alpha
tubulin appear green when using the Nikon Eclipse E 200 Epi-fluorescence microscope. Each
positive and experimental control coverslip was treated with 200 µL of a 1:100 dilution of
Syntaxin-6, labeling the neuronal synapses with a primary antibody, following the procedure of
Dr. Morris’ “Immunofluor staining of SU embryos-MeOH fixation,” for the chick (Gallus
gallus) embryos and the sea urchin embryos (Morris, 2013a). The negative control coverslips
were only treated with the secondary antibody Tetramethyl Rhodamine anti-rabbit antibody. All
of the six coverslips were treated with 200 µL of a 1:100 dilution of Tetramethyl Rhodamine, so

Syntaxin-6 would be stained in red.	
  The six coverslips was treated with 200 µL of a 1:100
dilution of Hoechst to stain the DNA of nerve cells. The two experimental coverslips were
mounted on one slide being aligned side by side, the two positive control coverslips were
mounted on one slide being aligned side by side and the two negative control coverslips were
mounted on one slide being aligned side by side, following the procedure of Dr. Morris’
“Immunofluor staining of SU Embryos-MeOH fixation” (Morris, 2013a). The coverslips aligned
side by side on slides created observation chambers and stayed in place on the slides by using
nail polish as sealant. A humidity chamber was created as described in “Immunofluor staining of
SU embryos-MeOH fixation” for the six coverslips. The coverslips were stored for twenty-four
hours in the dark at a temperature of 4-6 degrees Celsius (Morris, 2013a).
Measurement of Abundance of Synapses and Axon Fasciculation
	
  
Individual synapses were selected to perform analysis. A synapse was defined as a dot
stained in red that was located next to/near at least one axon. The synapse’s diameter could not
be larger than the axon(s) that it was located near and corresponded to in the image.	
  
Fasciculation is the process of growing and binding along one’s length. Axonal fasciculation is
the process of axons growing and binding along each other, creating a bundle of axons (Morris,
2014). An axon was able to be located in the images taken because it was defined as a green line
that was coming off of the soma of the dorsal root ganglia. Axonal Fasciculation was defined by
selecting what appeared to be more than one green line coming off of the soma that was bundled
together with another green line. All of the fluorescent images of the axons and synapses were
taken using a Nikon Eclipse E200 Epi-fluorescence microscope with a Nikon Plan Fluor 10x or
Plan Apo 40x objective, diagnostic instruments 0.76x HRD076-NIK c-mount, and SPOT RT3
camera (25.4 2 Mp Slider), using SPOT version 4.6.1.41. The fluorescent images of axons and
synapses were overlaid using Adobe Photoshop. Overlaid images were used to identify the
location of the individual synapses.
I was able to calculate the synapse/axonal fasciculation ratio to represent synapse
abundance by calculating the mean amount of brightness for the synapse as well as the mean
amount of brightness of the axonal fasciculation. The mean brightness of the synapse was
calculated using the Libra Mac OS X computer in the ICUC center. After selecting synapses and
axonal fasciculation from the overlaid image, the original images were used to calculate
brightness of synpases and axonal fasciculation.
The mean brightness of the synapse selected and background of the synapse was found
using Image J to determine the mean amount of brightness for the selected synapse. The
Freehand line from Image J was used to surround the edge of the entire synapse. The mean
brightness of the area inside what the Freehand line of the selected synapse surrounded was
calculated with Image J. The mean background brightness of the synapse was determined the
same way the mean brightness of the synapse was determined.
The mean brightness of the axonal fasciculation to the corresponding synapse and
background of the axonal fasciculation was found using Image J to determine the mean amount
of axonal fasciculation that corresponded to the selected synapse. The Freehand lines from Image
J were used to surround the edge of the entire diameter of the axonal fasciculation. The mean
brightness of the area inside of the Freehand line that surrounded the axonal fasciculation was

calculated with Image J. The mean background brightness of the axonal fasciculation was
determined the same way the mean brightness of the axonal fasciculation was determined.
The mean amount of brightness of the selected synapse was calculated by subtracting the
mean background brightness from the mean brightness of the synapse that was selected.	
  The
mean amount of brightness of axonal fasciculation was calculated by subtracting the mean
background brightness from the mean brightness of the axonal fasciculation. The synapse
abundance was calculated by the ratio of the mean amount of brightness of a synapse divided by
the mean amount of brightness of axonal fasciculation that corresponded to the selected synapse.
Analysis
A scatterplot representing synapse abundance versus axonal fasciculation was created using MS
Excel with linear regression to better understand the relationship between the synapse abundance
and axonal fasciculation, shown in figure four. A column graph was created using MS Excel to
show any patterns between synapse abundance and axonal fasciculation, shown in figure five.

Results
The results in the experiment consisted of images taken of neurons on coverslips that
were the positive control, negative control and experimental. The experimental images that
represented the best quality of axons and synapses were selected to use data from for figure four
and figure five to show the relationship between the synapse abundance and degree of axonal
fasciculation, both measured in brightness. The results in the experiment were dependent on
recognizing synapses and axonal fasciculation in the selected images of the neurons that were
taken in the ICUC center at Wheaton College using a Nikon Eclipse E 200 Epi-fluorescence
microscope. The anti-polyglutamylated tubulin was stained which allowed recognition of
synapses. The alpha tubulin in the dorsal root ganglia were stained with FITC-DM1A, making
the axons of the neurons green. The axonal fasciculation in figure two and three below are the
green lines coming off of the soma of the neuron that are labeled B and located by a purple
arrow.
I analyzed the axonal fasciculation that corresponded to the selected synapse found in the
image. The experimental images that had the best quality of axons and synapses to interpret were
selected to use in figure four and figure five to represent the relationship between synapse
abundance and the degree of axonal fasciculation, in brightness. Comparing the synapse
abundance to the axonal fasciculation allowed me to determine whether my hypothesis, that a
greater degree of fasciculation, which is a greater amount of axons bundled together, will lead to
more abundant synapses.

Figure One: The image is a positive control in the experiment of Sea Urchin (Lytechinus pictus)
neurons fixed with Methanol. The image was taken with a Plan Apo 40X objective with Nikon
Eclipse 200 microscope in the Wheaton College ICUC Center. The green fluorescence shows
alpha tubulin in the (Lytechinus pictus) neurons that were stained by FITC-DM1A. The green
fluorescence represents that the staining of the alpha tubulin in the experiment was successful.
	
  

	
  
Figure Two: Overlaid image of dorsal root ganglion chick (Gallus gallus) neuron on the
experiment coverslip fixed with formaldehyde and gluteraldehyde that were labeled with the
primary antibody, Syntaxin-6 illuminated by FITC-DM1A (green), Tetramethyl Rhodamine
(red) and Hoechst (blue) taken with a Plan Apo 10X objective with a Nikon Eclipse 200
microscope. The original images were overlaid by Image J in the ICUC. The yellow arrow is
pointing toward a red dot that indicates one of the synapses that had its mean brightness
measured. The synapse is indicated by the letter A. The purple arrow indicates a bundle of axons
that had its fasciculation measured in mean brightness, around synapse A, indicated by the label
B. The axonal fasciculation is corresponding to the synapse (A) that the yellow arrow is pointing
toward. The arrow pointing to the synapse (A) is what I consider to be in close enough proximity
to the axonal fasciculation in the dorsal root ganglia of chick (Gallus gallus) represented by (B).
The blue dots and lines in the image represent DNA.
	
  

	
  

Figure Three: Overlaid image of dorsal root ganglion chick (Gallus gallus) neurons on the
experiment coverslip fixed with Methanol (MeOH) that were labeled with the primary antibody,
Syntaxin-6 illuminated by FITC-DM1A (green), Tetramethyl Rhodamine (red) and Hoechst
(blue) taken with a Plan Apo 10X objective with a Nikon Eclipse 200 microscope. The pictures
were overlaid by Image J in the ICUC. The yellow arrow is pointing toward a red dot that
indicates one of the synapses that was measured in brightness. The synapse is indicated by the
letter A. The purple arrow indicates a bundle of axons that had its fasciculation measured in
brightness, around synapse A, indicated by the label B. The axonal fasciculation is corresponding
to the synapse (A) that the yellow arrow is pointing toward. The arrow pointing to the synapse
(A) is what I consider to be close enough proximity to the axonal fasciculation in the dorsal root
ganglia of chick (Gallus gallus). The blue dots and lines in the image represent DNA.

	
  

	
  
Figure Four: The scatterplot is showing synapse abundance compared to the axonal fasciculation
that was measured. The synapse abundance was calculated by the mean amount of brightness of
the synapse divided by the mean amount of brightness of the axonal fasciculation, creating a
ratio. The synapses that were selected were close to axons and smaller than the axons displayed.
The line represented in the figure four has a value of y=-0.6015+10.769 and a R^2 value of
0.38602. n= 7 as there were seven synapses analyzed in the experiment.

	
  
	
  The first synapse analyzed came from a neuron on the experimental coverslip that had
been fixed with Formaldehyde and Gluteraldehyde. The second and third synapse that was
analyzed came from two different neurons on experimental coverslips that had been fixed with
Formaldehyde and Gluteraldehyde as well. The last four synpases that were analyzed came from
neurons on experimental coverslips that had been fixed with Methanol. After locating the
selected synapse and axonal fasciculation in the overlay photo, the average amount of brightness
for the synapse as well as the average amount of brightness the axon fasciculation was measured
from the original images taken of the seven synpases and axonal fasciculation that corresponded
to the synapse. Figure Four shows a negative slope of the linear regression, showing that when
there was more axonal fasciculation in the neurons of the (Gallus gallus) chick embryos there
was less synapse abundance.

	
  
Figure Five: The synapse abundance and brightness of axonal fasciculation are represented in the
column graph above. The column graph shows that out of seven neurons analyzed in the
experiment, six of them had lower synapse abundance when there was more brightness of axonal
fasciculation. The fifth synapse analyzed does not follow the same pattern of the other six
synapses shown in the graph, as the fifth synapse had a larger synapse abundance and lower
brightness of axonal fasciculation. n= 7 as there were seven synapses analyzed in the experiment.

Discussion
	
  
I tested the hypothesis that a greater degree of fasciculation, which is a greater amount of

axons bundled together, will lead to more abundant synapses. My hypothesis was refuted. It is
significant that my hypothesis was refuted because it means that the study of the relationship
between synapse abundance and the degree of axonal fasciculation requires further research into
how synpases and axons interact with each other. The results were the opposite of my
hypothesis. Instead of a greater degree of fasciculation leading to more abundant synapses, there
were less abundant synapses when there was a greater degree of fasciculation, meaning that there
were fewer interactions between synapses and axons that I had expected to see. The degree of
fasciculation was measured in mean amount of brightness. The abundance of synapses in the
experiment is represented by the ratio of the mean amount of brightness of the synapses to the
mean amount of brightness of axonal fasciculation that corresponded to the synapses present.

Figure four shows that the synapse abundance has a negative slope. I expected to see a linear
progression in figure four, but instead saw linear regression. I expected to see a greater
abundance of synapses in a ten day chick (Gallus gallus) neurons.
Scientific data supports a possible reason why my hypothesis my refuted. Synaptic
pruning occurs in neurons, which is the process of eliminating extra synapses that are not needed
in the neuron which ends up making the neural network more efficient in its function (Noggle,
2014). More synpases are created then are needed in neurons. Synapse removal occurs during
visual neural development and during neuromuscular junction development (Bean, 2014).
Elimination of synpases occurs because synapses lose Acetyl Choline Receptors and presynaptic
terminals end up getting withdrawn from the neuron (Bean, 2014) Competition occurs between
synapses and motor axons in the neuron, as motor axons are dependent upon activity which
results in axonal inputs that are more active than synapses. In effect, active inputs are favored
more, making axons favored more in the neuron (Bean, 2014). Nerve fibers are more supportive
of axons compared to synapses because target cells of the neuron produce trophic factors that
axons are better able to compete for compared to synapses. In effect, the axon is favored over the
synapse, as muscles of the neuromuscular junction system favor the axon over the synapse
(Bean, 2014). There is a decrease in synaptic inputs when presynaptic terminals are withdrawn
from the neuron which is very important in building the nervous system. The synapses that are
important for the nervous system do not get removed, while the synapses that are not necessary
for the nervous system are removed. An excess of synapses, that are redundant get removed
because they are not needed for optimal function of the nervous system. The synapses that are
not eliminated become stronger at the neuromuscular junctions (Bean, 2014).
Axons have growth cones, which are located on the distal tip of an axon. Some growth
cones, particularly pioneering growth cones may be affected by targets that are intermediate in
the nervous system. Growth cones are very important in how the nervous system is made up,
having an influence in regeneration when an injury occurs. Axons of neurons grow from cells
that have growth cones; these connections eventually can create synapses with target cells (Bean,
2014). Axonal fasciculation may be influenced by axons that have pioneering growth cones,
which are pioneering axons. Regeneration of axons occurs in neurons from the peripheral
nervous system, which where the chick (Gallus gallus) neurons come from in the experiment.
Neuronal regeneration is able to occur because of trophic factors that act to prevent degeneration.
Figure five shows that there was more axonal fasciculation compared to synapse abundance in
six out of the seven neurons. In result, I conclude that there was more axonal fasciculation
present in the study as axonal regeneration was occurring supported by trophic factors that the
axons were better at competing for compared to synapses. Synapse removal/elimination is a type
of cell death and studies that relate developmental cell death to pathological cell death leads to
further research and understanding of neurological trauma and disorders (Bean, 2014). The data
of figure four supports my hypothesis being refuted because the competition that occurred on the

experimental cover slides of chick (Gallus gallus) dorsal root ganglia between the synpases and
axons was shown by a decreasing abundance of synapses.
In figure four, the R^2 value is 0.38602, which is low for an R^2 value in a linear
regression. Instead of the low R^2 value having an impact on the accuracy of my results, it is
more likely contributed to the fact that the synapses and axonal fasciculation measured in
brightness were not large samples. The data that was collected in the experiment was very small,
having to be seen under 40x magnification as shown in Figures three and four to be able to
analyze and get data from. Additionally, the results in figure five shows that the synapse
abundance and axonal fasciculation measured in brightness is not influenced by whether
Formaldehyde/ Gluteraldehyde or Methanol was used as a fixation, even though synapse five,
which came from the neuron that had been fixed with methanol had a larger synapse abundance
and a lower brightness of axonal fasciculation. Synapse Five acted as an outlier in the data
presented in figure five. Synapse five had been treated with Methanol, but synapses four, six and
seven had also been treated with Methanol and all had a higher amount of axonal fasciculation
and decrease in synapse abundance (Neurowiki, 2012). When I formulated my hypothesis in the
beginning of the experiment, I did not consider the competition that had occurred between axons
and synapses shown on the experimental coverslips chick (Gallus gallus) dorsal root ganglia.
Instead I was looking at the relationship between how axons could benefit synapses in neurons,
causing an increase in abundancy, not how axons could be a limiting factor in the development
of synapses in neurons. Results show that the degree of axonal fasciculation outcompeted the
synapse abundance in the neurons that I chose to analyze and study in the experiment.
In future experiments I could use different antibodies to label that alpha tubulin and antipolyglutamylated tubulin in chick (Gallus gallus) neurons. Different secondary antibodies that
could be used include Alexafluor 488, goat host with the anti-antigen as anti-rabbit IgG in
combination with the primary antibody Syntaxin-6 and Alexafluor 555, goat host, with the antiantigen as anti-rabbit IgG in combination with the primary antibody Synataxin-6. Different
combinations of primary and secondary antibody could result in different fluorochrome/emission
results when under immunofluorescence lighting. Even though there was not an apparent
difference in the neurons that were fixed with Methanol versus the neurons that were fixed with
Formaldehyde and Gluteraldehyde, an experiment could be completed in which the neurons were
only treated with Methanol and another experiment could be completed when the neurons were
only treated with Formaldehyde and Gluteraldehyde for consistency in fixation. The future
experiments that could be done to extend my results in new directions include further research
into the relationships between synpases and axons in neurons, including analyzing more than
seven samples of synapse abundance and axonal fasciculation that corresponded to the synapses.
If I had enough of the same result in future experiments, I could conclude that competition
between synpases and axons occurs in developing chick (Gallus gallus) embryos. Further
research into the relationship between synpases and axons would support studies in neurological
trauma and disorders.
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